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ABSTRACT 

The overall sulfide sulfur oxidation rate in sulfidic rock piles is an important quantity when considering the 
management of waste rock piles, or the performance of biooxidation heaps and leach dumps. The transport of 
oxygen into the pile is a controlling factor in the overall oxidation rate, and diffusion is often the dominant 
mode of oxygen transport in field situations. However, when bulk convection arises in a rock pile, advection 
can enhance the transport of oxygen. A potential consequence of this enhanced oxygen transport is higher 
overall oxidation rates. One of the factors that determines the actual increase in overall oxidation rate is the 
form of the intrinsic sulfide oxidation rate. Using the 2-D code FIDHELM, we investigate the effect this form 
has on the enhancement of overall oxidation rates. 

INTRODUCTION 

The driving mechanism in the generation of polluted 
drainage from sulfidic mine wastes is the oxidation of sulfides, 
primarily iron sulfides (Brierley, 1978). While the main oxidant is 
ferric ion (Rossi, 1990), this is generated in most waste rock 
dumps and tailings dams, and in some leach dumps and biooxi
dation heaps, by oxidation of ferrous ion within the pile. The oxi
dant is gaseous oxygen in the pore space of the pile. Oxygen 
transport through the pore space then becomes a rate-limiting 
step in sulfide oxidation. 

The dominant oxygen transport processes are diffu
sion and advection (Cathles and Schlitt, 1980). Advection can 
be driven: by pressure gradients induced, say, by wind over 
the pile; by temperature gradients induced by heat released 
in sulfide oxidation; and by density gradients induced by 
removal of oxygen in the oxidation of sulfides. Advection cau
sed by temperature and density gradients is often called con
vection. 
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While it was shown that the pollutant load from the 
waste rock dumps at the Rum Jungle mine site could be 
accounted for by diffusive transport alone (Ritchie, 1977), it was 
later shown that some oxygen profiles measured in these waste 
rock dumps could only be explained if convection was contribu
ting to the gas transport process (Harries and Ritchie, 1985). 
Since that time a number of models have been developed 
which take into account the physical transport processes invol
ved in sulfide oxidation in waste rock dumps and heap leach 
piles. Generally simulations performed using these models 
show, that in a pile with a large ratio of width to height, diffusion 
dominates gas transport in the central regions of the pile, with 
convection occurring at the edges of the pile (Pantelis and Rit
chie, 1991; Pantelis and Ritchie, 1992; Gelinas et al., 1994; 
Guo and Parizek, 1994; Casas et al., 1995). An example is 
shown in Figure 1. Typically, this convection causes elevated 
temperatures within the pile near the edges. Such elevated 
temperatures were reported by Harries and Ritchie in the waste 
rock dumps at the Rum Jungle mine site (Harries and Ritchie, 
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1981). Gelinas et al. (1994) have also reported elevated tempe
ratures ascribed to convection in a waste rock dump at the 
Mine Doyon site. 

In another study (Kuo and Ritchie, 1999), we showed 
that convection can occur in the central regions of an oxidising 
sulfidic rock pile, and called this type of convection, bulk con
vection, in contrast to convection confined to the edges of a 
pile. We also demonstrated that when bulk convection arises, it 
can significantly increase the overall oxidation rate of a rock pile 
relative to systems where diffusion is the dominant mode of 
oxygen transport. This should be of concern to the manage
ment of sulfidic waste rock dumps, and of interest to the perfor
mance of leach dumps and biooxidation heaps. The reason 
behind the increase in overall oxidation rates is enhanced oxy
gen transport via advection arising from convection throughout 
the rock pile. 
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Figure 1. Oxygen mass fraction (w) and gas velocity vectors (V) in an oxidising stockpile 
after 10 years. S0 = 1x10·8 kg(02) m·~s 1 , K = 1x10'10 m2, Vwind = 0 km/hr, p5 = 1600 kg m·3, 

w,0 = 0.01, Tamb = 10 deg C; R~ = 22, I= 3.1. (Variables are defined in Table 1 and later). 
Monod form of the lOR. 

The simulations and analyses in Kuo and Ritchie 
(1999) were based on the monod form for the intrinsic oxida
tion rate (lOR) of sulfur. As the details of the form of the lOR 
are not usually well known, the sensitivity of the phenomena 
to this aspect of the modelling is investigated. Of particular 
interest is the impact upon the increase in overall oxidation 
rates. 

MODEL OF SULFIDIC ROCK PILES 

The system is modelled in two dimensions, with the 
rock pile modelled as a trapezoid of base width W, height L, 
and sloping sides angled at about 34 degrees from the 
base. The numerical code used to simulate the system is 
the 2-D finite-difference code FIDHELM (Pantelis, 1993). 
Processes essentially describing mass and energy conser
vation, incorporating transport, generation and consump
tion, form the backbone of the model as a set of coupled 
partial differential equations. The processes included are 
gas transport and consumption (pressure equation), gase
ous oxygen transport and consumption, heat transport and 
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generation, and the oxidation of sulfide sulfur. Water trans
port is included in the form of a constant infiltration. Other 
models of the physical processes involved are Darcy's Law 
for the movement of the gas in the porous waste rock mate
rial, and the ideal gas law for the equation of state of the 
gas. The oxidation rate of sulfur is modelled using the 
monod and linear forms (Ritchie, 1994). 

The boundary conditions reflect those of a dump, the 
base of which is sitting on an impermeable ground surface, 
while the other surfaces are exposed to the atmosphere. Gas 
and oxygen fluxes are set to zero at the base boundary. At 
the surfaces exposed to the atmosphere, the oxygen concen
tration is fixed at that of the ambient air, whilst the gas pres
sure is either fixed at atmospheric pressure, or is the pressu
re field resulting from wind blowing at a constant rate. The 
temperature is constant at all boundaries, and is that of the 
ambient air. 

A number of physical properties of the waste rock 
dump were varied in the simulations. They are listed in Table 1, 
together with the values used in the simulations. The values 
reflect the range met in typical field situations. Also listed in 
Table 1, are the values used for the oxygen diffusion coeffi
cient, and the monod parameters used in the monod form of 
the lOR. 

In the simulations, the initial conditions are constant 
temperature and oxygen concentration - equal to that of the 
ambient air- throughout the dump, with the pressure set at that 
appropriate for the wind condition at the exposed surfaces. 

Parameter 

Max. Intrinsic oxidation rate 

Table 1: Physical parameters and values. 

FORMS OF THE INTRINSIC OXIDATION 
RATE (lOR} 

We investigate the impact the form of the lOR has on 
the phenomena of bulk convection using two distinct functional 
forms at opposing ends of the spectrum: the monod form and 
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the linear form. For the purposes here, the monad form of the 
lOR of sulfur is: 

(1 tcr1)(m9 I co9J 

(m9 I co9J + cr1 

and the linear form is: 
(09 (OS 

S = £·1So -- --
m9o coso 

( 1 tcr2)( cos I msJ 

(cos I msJ + 0"2 

where m9 is the oxygen mass fraction, m9
0 

is the ambient oxy
gen mass fraction, cos is the sulfur mass fraction, ms

0 
is the initial 

sulfur mass fraction, and £=1.75 is the ratio of the mass of oxy
gen (02} to that of sulfur (S) consumed in the oxidation reaction. 

The spatially varying variable of interest where bulk con
vection is concerned is the oxygen mass fraction. For the linear 
form, the relative lOR is linearly dependent upon the oxygen 
mass fraction (hence the name 'linear'), whilst for the monad 
'orm, the relative lOR is nearly independent of the oxygen mass 
'raction when m9fm90 is much greater than cr1. 

BULK CONVECTION 

Bulk convection can arise in an oxidising sulfidic rock pile 
aue to an instability in the diffusion-dominated system. In a diffu
SIOn-dominated system, a vertical oxygen concentration gradient 
exists due to the consumption of oxygen in the oxidation proces
ses. leading to a higher oxygen concentration on top. Conse
cuently a vertical density gradient - with a higher density on top -
exists, which has the potential to give rise to buoyancy-driven 
.,stabilities leading to convection (Kuo and Ritchie, 1999). 

Figure 2 shows the oxygen mass fraction and the gas 
ielocities at 8 years for one of the simulations in which bulk con
iection occurs. This particular figure shows a steady convection 
s:ate; the convection states observed in the simulations take 
;any forms, some of which are dynamical, with gas trajectories 
iarying in space and time. 

The phenomenon of bulk convection in oxidising sulfidic 
·ock piles can be captured by a 2-parameter phase diagram 
Kuo and Ritchie, 1999). Figure 3(a) shows the phase diagram 

'or the monad form: there are two regions- one in which simu
',ations show bulk convection occurring, and one in which simu
ations do not. The two regions are separated by an approxima-

T1me = 8.0 years -- V = 5.0 x 10·' m s' 

=g-·e 2. Steady bulk convection state: oxygen mass traction (ro) and gas velocity vectors 
1! in an oxidising stockpile alter 8 years. S0 = 5x1o-s kg(02) fu·3 s·1, Kg= 1x1o-s m2, 

• .-c = 0 km/hr, ps = 1600 kg m·3, ro50 = 0.01, Tamb = 10 deg C; R~ = 8.9x1 02, I= 0.88. 
Monad form of the lOR. 
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te theoretically calculated curve of where the transition is 
expected to occur. There is good agreement. 

The two dimensionless parameters used to describe the 
systems are: the Rayleigh number, defined to be: 

p90~gLK9 
R~=---

Dox~g 

and a scaled rock pile height, defined as the pile height divided 
by the oxygen diffusion length: 

/-~· 
- -~~· 

So 

p
90 

is the density of ambient air, ~ (=0.029 under the ideal gas 
law) is a dimensionless coefficient measuring a relative change 
in gas density due to changes in oxygen concentration under 
constant pressure conditions, ~9 is the gas dynamic viscosity, g 
is the gravitational acceleration, and C0 is the oxygen concen
tration in the ambient air. The curves in Figures 3 (a) and (b), 
show the critical Rayleigh number, R~c' as a function of I, calcu
lated for the monad form. For a given I, if R~ for the system is 
greater than R~0(1}, then bulk convection would be expected in a 
sufficiently wide dump, at least one governed by the monad 
form of the lOR. 

OVERALL OR GLOBAL SULFUR 
OXIDATION RATES 

In order to quantify, and hence compare, the impact of 
bulk convection on overall or global oxidation rates, we first 
define certain parameters. We define GA(S) to be the global 
(sulfur) oxidation rate (GOR(S)) of the rock pile divided by the 
horizontal area of the pile. GA(S) has units of kg (S) m·2 s·1. It is 
the (sulfur) oxidation rate per unit area of the pile. The overall or 
global oxidation rate, one of the quantities of interest in the 
design of sulfidic rock piles, is thus 
GOR = GA (L) - A , 
noting that GA depends on L, the height of the pile, in a nonli
near fashion, and A is the horizontal area of the pile. 

A second parameter of interest is r; r is defined to be 
GA(S) divided by GA(S)diff' where GA(S)diff is the value of GA(S) 
expected at early times for a one-dimensional diffusion-domina
ted system of the same height. The normalising factors, 
GA(S)diff' are different for the monad and linear forms of the lOR. 
For the monad form, it is (Gibson et al., 1994): 

L 

[ 

c 1S
0 
-- , if 12 1 

GiS)mondiff "" / 
c 1S0 L, if/21 

and for the linear form, it is 

S0 L _/-
GiS)11n,diff ""c1 "'J2J tanh {"V2~. 
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It was found in Kuo and Ritchie (1999) that r could 
increase significantly when bulk convection occurred, demons
trating the impact bulk convection can have on oxygen transport 
through advection and consequently overall oxidation rates. 

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

To compare the impact the form of the lOR has on glo
bal oxidation rates, in particular when bulk convection occurs, a 
series of parallel simulations were run. That is, for a given sys
tem with identifying parameters S

0
, Kg, L, W, etc, a pair of simu

lations were run, the only difference between the two being the 
form of the lOR - either monod or linear. Both GA(S) and r 
were then evaluated for each simulation at 2 years. At that time 
transients have in general decayed away, and in most cases 
only a small fraction of the sulfide has been oxidised. 

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the phase diagrams for the 
monod and linear forms of the lOR respectively. The value of 
rcat 2 years) for each simulation is shown through the size (dia
meter) of the circles. It can be seen that there is little qualitative 
difference between the two phase diagrams, even though on 
average, r appears to be slightly larger for the linear cases. 
Furthermore, even though the theoretical critical Rayleigh num
ber curve was calculated for the monod form, the Rayleigh num
bers for the transition to bulk convection for the linear form are 
clearly very close to those for the monod form. 

More quantitative comparisons can be done by compa
ring r and GA(S) (evaluated at 2 years) for each monod and 
linear pair of simulations. These are shown in Figures 4 and 5 
respectively. Though there is scatter, it is found from Figure 4 
that the relationship between rlin and r mon for the pairs where 
bulk convection occurred is approximately 

rlin = 1.1 . r mon +0.1 ' 
and from Figure 5 that the relationship between GA(S)

1
;n and 

GA (Slmon does not change significantly when bulk convection arises. 
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Figure 3 (a). Phase diagram and r mon (at 2 years) for the monod form of the 
intrinsic oxidation rate. The diameter of the circles are proportional to r. The 

critical Rayleigh number curve comes from an approximate theoretical 
calculation, with the dashed portion being more uncertain. 
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Figure 3 (b). Phase diagram and r
11
n (at 2 years) for the linear form of the 

intrinsic oxidation rate. The diameter of the circles are proportional to r. 
The critical Rayleigh number curve comes from an approximate theoretical 
calculation based on the monod form, with the dashed portion being more 

uncertain. 
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Figure 4. rhn vs r mon (evaluated at 2 years) for pairs of corresponding 
simulations. 
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Figure 5. GA(S) lin vs GA(S) mon (evaluated at 2 years) for pairs of corresponding 
simulations. 
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It is expected that the enhanced oxygen transport when 
bulk convection occurs has little effect on the global oxidation 
rate when I is less than unity for the monod form, and that this 
would be less so for other forms of the lOR (Kuo and Ritchie, 
1999). This is seen in the phase diagrams. However, as expec
ted, the increase in global oxidation rates is more pronounced 
when I is greater than unity, as convection can then allow signifi
cant quantities of oxygen to reach much more of the pile relative 
to a diffusion-dominated system. 

The somewhat larger than unity values for r for some 
systems in which bulk convection did not occur can be explai
ned by the fact that all the simulated systems were of finite, not 
infinite width, with sloping sides. Convection confined to the 
sides of the pile can occur (without bulk convection occurring), 
contributing to an increase in the global oxidation rate of the 
pile, e.g., see Figure 1. It can be seen though, that bulk convec
tion has the potential to increase the global oxidation rate in a 
much more significant way. 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 thus indicate that the form of the lOR 
does not have a significant qualitative influence on either the 
occurrence of bulk convection or the consequent potential incre
ase in global oxidation rates, at least at early times in the evolu
tion of an oxidising sulfidic rock pile system. This implies that 
exact detailed knowledge of the form of the lOR is not neces
sary in order to estimate the effects of bulk convection on overall 
oxidation rates. 

Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the time evolutions of r
1
in and 

r man' and, GA(S) lin and GA(S) man' over 10 years for a particular 
pair of simulations where bulk convection arose. We see for this 
particular case, that bulk convection gives rise to a substantial 
increase in the global oxidation rate at early times over that 
expected for a diffusion-dominated system. The global oxidation 
rate for the linear form diminishes more rapidly with time; this 
can be attributed to the rapid decrease in the sulfide reactant 
remaining in the pile, on which the oxidation rate of the linear 
form is linearly dependent, and on which the oxidation rate of 
the monod form is not. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have compared the impact the form of the intrinsic 
oxidation rate has on global oxidation rates in oxidising sulfidic 
rock piles when bulk convection arises. This was done by simu
lating systems in pairs, with the only difference being the form of 
the intrinsic oxidation rate - either monod or linear. Two para
meters were then compared: r, the ratio of the global oxidation 
rate to that expected at early times for a diffusion-dominated 
system (interpretable as the gain in global oxidation rate due to 
bulk convection arising), and GA(S), the global oxidation rate per 
unit area of the rock pile. 

It was found for both the linear and monod forms that 
bulk convection can lead to a significant increase in the global 
oxidation rate of an oxidising sulfidic rock pile. This is reflected 
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in a value of r substantially larger than 1. Although r (at 2 
years) is on average slightly larger for the linear form when bulk 
convection occurred, it is not a significant difference. Further
more, the relationship between GA(S)Iin and GA(S)mon does not 
appear to change substantially when bulk convection sets in. 

The form of the intrinsic oxidation rate would thus seem 
not to be an important factor in determining, at early times, the 
gain in global oxidation rates with the onset of bulk convection. 
As far as the management of sulfidic waste rock dumps, or the 
performance of leach dumps and biooxidation heaps is concer
ned, the more important factor would appear to be whether bulk 
convection will occur in the oxidising sulfidic rock pile. 
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Figures 6(a) and (b). The time evolution of rand GA(S) respectively, for the first 
10 years for a monod-linear pair of simulations. The other parameters of the 

systems are S0=5x1Q·8 kg (02) m·3 s·1, Kg=1x1Q·8 m2, L=20 m, W=500 m, 
V wmd=O km/hr, p,=1600 kg m·3, oo,0=0.01, Tamb=1 0 deg C; R~=8.9x1 02, 1=2.8. 
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